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Minutes
Citizens Oversight Committee
February 19, 2018
District Office Board Room
6:00 pm
Present: Glen Miller, Debbie MacLean, Bill Blair, Kevin Montague, Jerry Boudreaux, Gary
Suderman, Vonnie Good, Rich McFarland, Michelle Johnstone
Guests: Gordon Gentry, Tim Ray
1.0

Welcome

2.0

Approval of Minutes – A motion was made by Glen Miller to approve the minutes. The
motion received a second by Jerry Boudreaux and passed unanimously.

3.0

Project Updates
3.1
Financial – There has been no activity on the new bond. The current bond
spending for the three projects shows it is overspent, however, that is the
transition numbers while waiting for the seismic grant to fund. The first bond
issuance will remain open until the check is received and all the expenditures
reconciled between bond and grant costs.
3.2

Lyle – We received an energy rebate check of $6,200 for this project.
The kitchen has been fully operation for about two weeks and the staff get more
and more excited as kinks are worked out and things run even more smoothly.
Students have been using the facility for just over a week and really like their new
space.
There are still some punch list items to complete and some might be done over the
summer such as; re-polishing the concrete floors and exterior painting. The floors
have been rejected since they do not meet the specified standards. The floors at
Oakdale, which also had to be redone by a different sub-contractor, are much
better quality than what was done at Lyle. It is the hope the contractor will send
the same sub (who finished Oakdale) to redo the floors at both Lyle and
Whitworth. Among other problems, the subcontractor at Lyle did not use the
specified product, but rather, a residential product which has not and will not hold
up under the high traffic of the school setting.

3.3

Oakdale – There have been delays at Oakdale as previously mentioned but the
contractor is continuing to move forward. They have finally received approval
for the fire separation plan in the kitchen/MPR areas. The gym should be fully
reopened with the offices and locker rooms available for use in about 1 ½ - 2
weeks. The contractor believes they will have the kitchen open by the end of

spring break.
The contractor’s quality of the work is great. However, their timing and
scheduling has been a challenge for us. On a positive note, the fact they did not
finish over Christmas break, as they had originally indicated, helped with the cash
flow concerns (having to pay out before the 2nd issuance).
There were a couple of times the contractor had to back up before being able to
move forward again, such as wiring in the kitchen. Another setback happened
during a heavy rain, on two separate occasions. There was a roof leaked in room
18. There was some minor damage and classroom items needed to be replaced.
The teacher in that classroom has been very flexible and great to work with
getting her room back in order. The high school has also experienced roof leaks
this winter, which we knew were going to happen eventually.
3.4

Intercom/Paging – Intercom and paging systems are being added to all three
elementary schools. Oakdale is functional but still needs some programming
completed. Whitworth and Lyle are nearly complete. A paging system is also
being added at LaCreole. That project will move faster as the elementary schools
are completed.

3.5

Whitworth Gym Seismic – The district received four responses to the RFP.
Those were narrowed down to two finalists which were chosen to interview. The
scores for both the responses and interviews were presented to the board for
further review. The board ultimately determined to award the project to
Woodburn Construction Company.
Three of the four proposers could have done the job. The two contractors
interviewed are very capable and the scores were very close. They each had the
similar business model of hiring most of the work to specialized subcontractors.
We found out after the scoring was complete that Woodburn Construction was the
contractor on the original construction of the gym.

3.6

4.0

Whitworth – With the completion of construction, radon testing was scheduled
for the building. The testing is complete but we haven’t yet received the results.
Those results will be shared as soon as they are received. Testing had to be
conducted for the entire building as essentially every room, with the exception of
the gym, was touched in one way or another. At the very least, walls were opened
and anchors put into the floors.

CTE master planning discussion – The committee previously determined to dedicate
$1.5million of the second issuance towards CTE. Tim Ray gave a presentation regarding
CTE program master planning.
With the current shop/CTE space comes a lot of challenges. While the total square

footage of that space is good, it will cost a lot more than $1.5 to bring the building up to
current codes and make it a usable space for the upcoming programs. Some of the
required upgrades would include; electrical upgrades, lead abatement (both piping and
paint), and asbestos abatement.
An idea on how to get the most out of the available funding would be to:
1) Build a new CTE space (metal building) approximately 80’x160’ at the current garage
area. The garage is used for maintenance/storage but is not in good repair so would be
torn down. The CTE space could be completed in phases with the first phase being the
complete shell and then classroom/lab/shop space for one class. Additional
classroom/shop spaces could then be added as programs and funding allow.
2) Move storage from the garage and maintenance into the vacated classroom/shop
space. For maintenance use, abatement would not be necessary because maintenance
could use the space relatively “as-is”.
3) Provide upgrades to the current culinary and media arts spaces. This would include
approximately $150-$200k for a commercial kitchen space for culinary as well as
upgraded space, materials, equipment and software for media arts.
It is understood that the current space used for testing would be eliminated. However,
there has already been a move towards giving the testing teacher an office and conducting
tests in regular classrooms with the students using the chrome books they already have
available. This makes more sense than dedicating a single classroom as a testing lab used
only a few times per year.
The above steps will provide a better opportunity for long-term planning and
accommodations. It will allow for more immediate upgrades for culinary and media arts
and provide a building which can continue to grow with programs. An additional benefit
comes with moving the maintenance shop and garage storage to a single, more efficient
place. This, in turn, allows for future improvements to the stadium complex for athletics.
Tim Ray also has plans to create displays to showcase what is happening with CTE.
Jerry asked a question regarding student safety and security, especially in relation to
deliveries, with moving maintenance into the current CTE space. There would be little to
no change in deliveries as each building already receives their own supplies and food
deliveries. Maintenance has very little delivered to their shop.
While it is understood abatement can be very costly, the committee asked that the
facilities department obtain a quote for the costs to identify and abate, if necessary, the
lead paint and asbestos should the current CTE building be upgraded rather than building
a new CTE facility. Gary made the point that we should have the real numbers for the
abatement before fully committing to a new building.

Jerry Boudreaux made a motion for the facilities department to continue exploration and
investigation of the CTE master plan as presented. The motion received a second from
Gary Suderman and passed unanimously.
5.0

2nd Issuance project list/follow-up discussion – Kevin shared the list again and asked if
there were any questions, comments or ideas since the last meeting.
The roof for the high school will have to wait until the next bond (2021). The district
will need to go out for another bond at that time. It’s difficult to get the community
excited about passing a maintenance bond when roofs aren’t leaking as they have in the
past. While there are many necessary repairs, we don’t have a lot of high-visibility
repairs to do. Much of it is HVAC and plumbing, along with some roofs, like that of the
high school. The high school has had leaks at some of the walls and this winter some
spots in the roof have also begun to leak. Most all of our air-handlers and HVAC
systems are at their end-of-life. If these repairs to roofs, HVAC, piping, etc. aren’t made
under a maintenance bond, they will become much more expensive when they go into
complete failure.
The facilities department has a positive track record of good project management. Not
only has the funding been thoughtfully and carefully spent, but the department has been
able to leverage the bond dollars to accomplish even more. For example; under the
current bond we have been able to leverage our $17milllion bond to accomplish over
$20million in projects. It is the hope that this track record will help gain support in
passing a bond in 2021.
We will be holding back approximately $400k from the second issuance as a contingency
fund. If at the end of the projects it isn’t needed it can go towards another project on the
list. It’s better to hold some back for contingency than plan for every dollar and end up
trying to cut something out should a problem arise. The committee agreed.
Work at the stadium will have to wait until another bond with the exception of the track
interface. There were no new safety concerns at the last inspection. Bill Blair said it is
very important to stick to the projects the voters supported (maintenance vs athletics). If
projects veer away from what the voters approved (maintenance), it will be extremely
difficult to pass another bond.
Jerry Boudreaux made the motion for the committee to endorse the scope of the project
list as presented with the understanding there may be unexpected situations which may
cause changes to the list and in priorities. Gary Suderman gave the second and the
motion passed unanimously.

6.0

Public Comment – There was no public comment.

7.0

Next meeting – The next meeting will be Monday, March 19, 2018

8.0

Adjourn – The meeting was adjourned at 7:10 p.m.

__________________________________
Rich McFarland / Committee Chair

____________________________
Date

_______________________________
Kate Hall / Committee Secretary

____________________________
Date
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February 21, 2018
Ms. Kate Hall
Dallas School District #2
111 SW Ash Street
Dallas, OR 97338
RE:

VIA email to: kate.hall@dsd2.org

Radon Testing
Whitworth Elementary School
1151 SE Miller Avenue
Dallas, OR 97338
TRC Project: 297131

Ms. Hall:
At your request, TRC Environmental Corporation (TRC) performed radon in air testing at the
Whitworth Elementary School located at 1151 SE Miller Avenue, in Dallas, Oregon.
Testing Procedures
Prior to conducting the radon testing, to maintain proper testing conditions, a notification letter
from the school administration was provided to staff informing them of the scheduled radon
testing dates and protocols. Testing was performed under the guidance of TRC personnel certified
as Radon Measurement Providers by the National Environmental Health Association (NEHA)
National Radon Proficiency Program (NRPP). The initial radon testing was performed between
February 6, 2018 and February 9, 2018.
Radon testing was conducted using the protocols recommended by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) as directed by
ORS 332.166-167. Testing was conducted by taking initial short-term measurements of frequently
occupied rooms in contact with the soil or above a basement or crawlspace. Frequently occupied
rooms include classrooms, offices, cafeterias, libraries and gymnasiums. Areas such as restrooms,
hallways, stairwells, elevator shafts, utility closets and storage closets need not be tested. Testing
was conducted during the weekday while school was in session and Heating Ventilation and AirConditioning (HVAC) systems were operating normally.
The radon sampling devices placed in Whitworth Elementary School were short-term (3-day)
passive, 4-inch open-faced, activated charcoal absorption canisters, deployed in general
accordance with the OHA guidance documents Testing for Elevated Radon in Oregon Schools, as
well as the EPA guidance documents Radon Measurements in Schools, July 1993, and Indoor
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Radon and Radon Decay Product Measurement Device Protocols, July 1992. After retrieval from
Whitworth Elementary School, the canisters were returned to TRC’s American Association of
Radon Scientists and Technologists (AARST)/National Environmental Health Association
(NEHA) and National Radon Proficiency Program (NRPP)-certified Analytical Laboratory for
analysis utilizing a gamma scintillation spectroscopy system.
A warning sheet was placed underneath each testing device to alert occupants that radon testing
was in progress, and that the devise should not be disturbed and the windows must remain closed.
TRC followed the EPA and OHA guidance for placing testing devices, as reasonably feasible, based
on each room’s configuration and usage. Testing devices were generally placed within the rooms
away from drafts, vents and appliance, 20 inches above the floor, 3 feet from any exterior walls,
doors or windows, 1 foot from any interior walls, 4 inches from other objects, away from heat,
areas of high humidity and direct sunlight and where they were least likely to be disturbed.
Multiple testing devices were utilized in rooms that were greater than 2000 square feet. Testing
for the District included 10% duplicated measurements and 5% blank measurements to provide
appropriate quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) measures. Samples were left in place for
3 days to ensure optimum results.
Samples Collected and Results
Testing was performed testing in 39 locations within this school. All of the 39 rooms tested
had results below the EPA recommended action level of 4.0 picocuries per liter
(pCi/L) of air, with the highest reading in Room 22 of 2.4 pCi/L.
Enclosed, please find the testing device warning sheet, a sample location map and laboratory
analytical data.
TRC appreciates the opportunity to provide you with environmental consulting services. We look
forward to working with you on future endeavors. If you have any questions or comments
concerning this report, please call TRC at (503) 387-3251.
Sincerely,
TRC Environmental Corporation

Victoria Shepersky
Senior Industrial Hygienist
Attachments: Appendix A – Radon Device Warning Sheet
Appendix B – Sample Location Map
Appendix C – Laboratory Results

Ron Landolt
NW Region BSI Practice Leader
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